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I have applied all conventional SEO methods likes link submission, article submission, 

getting inbound links from other websites, on-site SEO etc.and managed to get my website 

till third page of SERP for a specific keyword. I would love to get advice as to what does it 

take to give that last push and get them on first page.

All things being equal, is Google going to favor a generally popular site in your industry or 

one in which all of the links, keywords, and copy associated with a site refer to one term?  

What does Google factor in to their SERPs to prevent exactly what you are trying to do?  

How old is your domain?  How popular is it according to Facebook?   How frequently is it on 

Twitter?  What is the bounce rate of the site overall?  What is the bounce rate of the page 

you're trying to optimize?  How consistently, over time, were links acquired?  Are links from 

both easily acquired and reputable sources like media sites or other companies?   How has 

search volume for your related keywords increased over time?  What is the click rate on your 

result in the SERPs?  

The short answer is that whomever told you that you could 

game your way to the first page of the results by focusing on one 

term should be fired.  Google endeavors to promote high quality 

sites; by the very logic of that fact, what you are trying to accom-

plish will not work, or to put it another way, one could probably 

take a significant domain and a high quality site and easily top 

you with a well written article.  



I don't mean to be the bearer of bad news but Google intentionally tries to discount sites 

that turn to article submissions and unnatural link building to appear more popular than is 

really the case.  Sure, you'll find exceptions to suggest otherwise and yes, you'll find indi-

viduals who can show you where they've had success; preventing such behavior is incred-

ibly di�icult just as prominently showing great results is incredibly di�icult but at least 

recognize that Google wants to feature great content, great content as determined by other 

people - link submission and article listings aren't other people.

So... how might you get to the first page?  Or, how e�ectively might you get to the first page?

1.  Foster some media coverage on behalf of your domain

2.  Build a reasonable social following for the business with >100 fans on facebook and  

      twitter

3.  Work on the quality of the site to drive your bounce rate below 30%

4.  Optimize your title and descriptions to increase click rates while ensuring they attract    

      only highly relevant tra�ic, supporting your bounce rate

5.  Make sure you site is alive, dynamic, with regular blog posts, comments, or other   

      changing content


